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Let I be an n-dimensional vector space of functions x from [w to IWk. Suppose I is 
a real interval and r,, . . . . rk are nonnegative integers with r, + ... +rt=n. We 
investigate conditions on I, I, and (r,, . . . . rk) which imply that x = 0 is the only 
element of .!!X whose ith component X, has r, zeros in I, i = 1, . . . . k. When k = 1 and 
the elements of .K are sufficiently smooth, Polya [Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 29 
(1922), 312-3241 showed that a sufficient condition is that % has a basis which is a 
Markov system on I. Moreover this condition is necessary if the elements of .Y are 
smooth and I is open or closed. This result is generalized to k 2 1. Examples show 
how this approach provides criteria for incompatibility of certain classes of linear 
homogeneous boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations. (0 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. NIR~DUCTION 
Suppose L is a real linear differential operator of order n, 
L= f anp,Di, 
i=O 
(1.1) 
where the coefficients ai are continuous real-valued functions on a real 
interval J, a, = 1, and D’u = uCi) is the derivative of order i of a function u 
on J. An operator of this form is disconjugate on an interval Zc J if the 
only solution u of the differential equation Lu = 0 which has n or more 
zeros in Z is the zero solution. For example, the operator D” is disconjugate 
on every real interval, while D* + 1 is disconjugate only on intervals of 
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length less than 7c and on open or half-open intervals of length 71. Discon- 
jugate operators have a rich structure which has been the subject of con- 
siderable study. An excellent exposition is contained in the book of Coppel 
[ 1 ] where a full set of references will be found. 
An operator L of the form ( 1.1) is disfocal on an interval Z if 
Lu = 0, 2.P “(l;) = 0, tiEI, i=l,..., n, (1.2) 
implies u = 0. It is readily seen from Rolle’s theorem that disfocality of L on 
an interval Z implies disconjugacy of L on Z; the converse is not true as can 
be seen by observing that O2 + 1 is disfocal only on intervals of length less 
than 71/2 and on open or half-open intervals of length 7c/2. Disfocality has 
also been the subject of considerable study especially for operators of the 
form D” + a, and generalizations of these, notably by Nehari [ 173, Elias 
(cf. references in [2]), Jones [9], and Kim [ll]. 
The operator L is right-disfocal on Z if, in (1.2), one restricts the 
sequences of points tig Z where successive derivatives of u are zero to be 
nondecreasing: t, d t, < d t,. Similarly, L is left-disfocal on Z if only li 
such that t,>t,> ... 2 t, are considered in (1.2). Other orderings of the 
points t, might also be considered. 
A basic result in the theory of disconjugate operators is due to P6lya 
[20] (see also [ 10, pp. 376-3781) and states that L is disconjugate on an 
interval Z if there exist solutions u,, . . . . U, of Lu = 0 which form a Markov 
system; specifically 
wu,, “., up)>@ p = 1, . ..) n, (1.3) 
on Z, where W(u,, . . . . up) = det[z& “1, i, j = 1, . . . . p, is the Wronskian 
determinant. This is also a necessary condition for disconjugacy if the inter- 
val Z is either open or closed. A similar result proved in [ 151 states that L 
is right-disfocal on Z if there exist solutions ul, . . . . u, of Lu = 0 such that 
W(Z4(1’-‘) ) . ..) uf 1’) > 0, j= 1, . . . . n-p+l, p=l,..., n, (1.4) 
and this condition is necessary for right-disfocality if the interval Z is closed. 
Results similar to (1.3) and (1.4) are obtained in [ 16 J for concepts related 
to disconjugacy and disfocality. 
We observe that in (1.3) the signs of the Wronskians are not particularly 
important; the nonvanishing of these determinants is the crucial 
requirement and their signs can always be arranged by replacing some 
solutions ui by -ui. In contrast, it is not sufficient hat all the Wronskians 
in (1.4) be nonzero; the pattern of signs exhibited by the Wronskians is 
also important and is relevant to the order which may be placed on the 
points t, in (1.2). 
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A result of Hartman [6, Corollary 3.1, p. 511 gives a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition similar to (1.3) for the factorization of a generalized linear 
differential operator into a product of first order operators. This result 
would permit the extension of other results on disconjugacy to such 
operators. Such an extension is carried out by Nehari in [ 171 although not 
in the generality permitted by Hartman’s result. Nehari’s paper is mainly 
concerned with questions of disfocality in a general setting, especially for 
generalized forms of D" + a,. 
Hartman [7] develops the theory of disconjugacy for linear difference 
operators and derives analogues of many of the fundamental results. These 
studies have been continued by others; see, for example, Peterson [19]. 
Questions about nonlinear boundary value problems closely related 
to the theory of disconjugacy have also had considerable study; see 
Henderson and Jackson [S]. 
This paper also has contact with the theory of nonoscillation for 
equations of the form 
x’-A(t)x=O, (1.3 
where x is an n-dimensional column vector and A(t) is an n x n matrix. 
Such an equation is nonoscillatory on an interval I if each nontrivial 
solution of (1.5) has at least one component with no zeros in I. This theory 
was developed by Schwarz [21], London and Schwarz [13], Nehari [18], 
Kim [12], Friedland [3], and others. A comprehensive bibliography of 
these authors may be found in [3]. 
An operator L of the form (1.1) is disconjugate on an interval Z if and 
only if its adjoint is also disconjugate on I (cf. [l, p. 1043). This is a very 
useful observation in deriving concrete results such as comparison and 
other criteria for disconjugacy (cf. [ 14, 163). To obtain similar results for 
disfocality, one is led to consider adjoint boundary value problems to 
questions such as (1.2) in the cases that all the points ri occur at just two 
points. The adjoint boundary conditions are then of the form Ziu(ti) = 0 
where li are not necessarily derivatives but generalized differential 
operators. 
The present study was initiated as an investigation of criteria like (1.3), 
(1.4) for problems such as (1.2) with the boundary conditions u(‘- “(ti) = 0 
replaced by more general differential boundary conditions Z,u(ri) = 0. The 
techniques developed were found to be applicable to general linear (not 
necessarily differential) boundary conditions and indeed the idea that the 
underlying space of objects u was the null set of a linear differential 
operator L of the form (1.1) decreased in significance. A slightly more 
abstract formulation of the concepts in fact leads to simplification of the 
proofs and a wider variety of differential operators being discussed. 
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
Function spaces. Let J= (a, b), - co < a < b < co, and let X denote a 
subspace of C(J + Rk). The elements of X will be represented by column 
vectors. If x = (xi, . . . . x~)~E X, it will be assumed that the components x, 
are sufficiently smooth so that zeros of xi of a specific multiplicity may be 
considered and, if t E J, Djxi (t) denotes the value at t of the jth derivative 
of x;. 
Partitions. Let r = (ri ; . . . . rk), where each T, is a finite (possibly empty) 
nondecreasing sequence of points in J. The number of entries, counting 
multiplicities, in zi is denoted Iril and the number of entries in I is 171 = 
IT,1 + ... + Iz,J. Then r is called a partition of 1~1 points in J. Also Izj(t)l 
denotes the multiplicity of an entry t in ti and Ir(t)l = Is,(t)1 + ... + Irk(t)/ 
is the number of times t occurs in z. 
Values and zeros. Let x E X and let z be a partition of points in J. The 
value of x, at z, if (z,I = q #O, is the column vector xi[r] E [WY defined as 
XiCT] = (xi(sl), .*.3 xi(sq))T2 if 7i= (s,, . . ..sy) 
and sj are all distinct. If an element s of ri has multiplicity Isi = p, then 
the corresponding entries in x,[r] are xi(s), Dx,(s), . . . . DP-lxi(s). The 
value of x at r is a column vector x[r] E Iw”’ defined in block form by 
XCTI = (X,C~l, . .. . x,CW, 
where only those xi for which It,1 # 0 are included. For example, if k = 2, 
then 
xCt,, t2; a= (x,(t,), x,(t,), X&V~ if t,<t,, 
xCt,, t,; t31= (x,(t,), Dx,(t,), x2(tN, if t,=t,. 
If Iril = Iti = 1, i= 1, ..,, k, then x[z] =x[t; . . . . t] = (xl(t), . . . . xk(t))T= 
x(t) and, if ItI = l~~ji = Izj(t)l =p, for some j, then x[z] =x,[r] = 
(x,(t), Dxj(t), . . . . Dp- ‘x,(t)). The value x[t] is continuous with respect o r 
for which Iril and the multiplicities of the various entries in z are fixed. An 
element x E X is zero at z if X[T] = 0, the zero of Iw”‘. Thus “x is zero at z” 
means that Dj-‘x,(t)=O, j= 1, . . . . Iri(t)J, i= 1, . . . . k, tET. 
Generalized Wronskiuns. Let X= [xl, . . . . x”] be an n-tuple of elements 
xi of 3. Let T be a partition of q = IzI points in J. Then X[z] is the q x n 
matrix whosejth column is xj[t], the value of xi at T. Thus, if an element 
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of ri has multiplicity Ir,(t)l = ri, then the corresponding block of ri rows in 
X[T] is 
(2.1) 
If t E J and r = (rr, . . . . rk), where ri 3 0 are integers, such that 
Irl = r, + .. . + rk < n, the generalized Wronskian W(X: r)(t) is defined as 
follows. Consider the partition r in which the only entry is t with Izi(t)l = 
ITJ = ri, i = 1, . . . . k, so that X[r] is the Ir( x n matrix formed by k blocks of 
the form (2.1). Then W(X: r)(t) is the determinant of the Irl x It-1 matrix 
whose columns are the first It-1 columns of X[r]. Thus, in the case that r 
has only one nonzero component ri, W(X: r)(t) is a classical Wronskian. 
Generalized disconjugacy. Let F be a class of partitions r of points in J. 
The space X will be said to be F-disconjugate on a subset Z of J if there 
exists at least one z E 5 such that r is a partition of n points in Z and one 
(and therefore all) of the following equivalent conditions D, , D,, D, 
holds. 
D,: (i) The dimension of 57 is at most n. 
(ii) If r is a partition of n points in Z, r E F-, and CE KY, then 
there exists x E X such that X[T] = c. 
D,: (i) The dimension of !X is at least n. 
(ii) If z is a partition of n points in Z, z E F-, and x[r] = 0, then 
x = 0, the zero element of X. 
D,: If T is a partition of n points in Z, r E F, and CE UP, then there 
exists a unique x E X such that x[r] = c. 
If X= [xl, . . . . x”] is a basis of X, then F-disconjugacy of X on a subset Z 
of J is equivalent to the nonsingularity of the n x n matrix X[r] for all 
partitions r of n points in Z such that T E 5, the set of such partitions being 
assumed to be nonempty. If z is any such partition of n points in Z and cr is 
any partition of points in J, then ~[a] is given by the formula 
x[a] = X[o](Ap])-’ X[T]. (2.2) 
In particular, with (T = (t; t; . . . . t), x(t) = X(l)(X[z])-’ x[r]. 
This paper is primarily concerned with the cases when Z is either a single 
point in J or a subinterval of J. Classes F of partitions for which results 
have been obtained are specified in the appropriate sections. 
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3. ON r-DISCONJUGACY 
Let r = (r,, . . . . rk)eJ?, ri>O, be such that rl + ... +r,=n. The case of 
Y-disconjugacy where r consists of all partitions r with lz,I = ri will be 
denoted r-disconjugacy. When I= {to}, a singleton, r-disconjugacy of X on 
I means an element x of X is uniquely determined by specifying Dj- ‘xi( to), 
j= 1, . ..) li, i= 1, . ..) k. Clearly this is equivalent to the condition that 
W(X: r)(t)#O (3.1) 
holds for any (and hence every) basis X of X and t = to. The space X is 
r-disconjugate on ( t } for each t E Z if and only if (3.1) holds for any basis X 
and for each t EZ. When elements x of X are sufftciently smooth, for 
example if x, E c”(J), i = 1, . . . . k, for each x E X, then r-disconjugacy of X 
on each {t) c .Z is equivalent to X being the solution set of a system of k 
linear ordinary differential equations of the form fix = 0, where 
1,x= 2 a,iDrJ-jxi- c f bpjDrp-jxp, i=l k, 3 . . . . (3.2) 
j=O PZl j= 1 
the coefficients a,, 6, are continuous functions on .Z, and aio = 1. When 
k = 1, r = (n), (3.2) reduces to a linear scalar differential operator of the 
form (1.1). When k=n and r=(l)..., l), (3.2) defines an operator of the 
form x’ - Ax and X is the solution set of (1.5). Another way of writing the 
expression (3.2) in terms of generalized Wronskians is 
I,x = W(X, x : r + e’)/W(X : r), i = 1, . . . . k, (3.3) 
where X= [xl, . . . . x”] is any basis of X, [X, x] = [x’, . . . . x”, x], and r + e’ 
is the (n + 1)-tuple obtained by replacing ri by ri + 1 in r. When k = 1 and 
r = (n), (3.3) reduces to the familiar expression 
Lu= W(u,, . ..) u,, u)/W(q, . ..) 24,) 
for operators L of the form (l.l), where (u,, . . . . u,) is a linearly independent 
set of solutions for Lu = 0. In the case k = n, r = (1, . . . . l), lx in (3.3) can be 
seen to be equivalent to x’ - Ax, with A = @‘@- ’ where @ is a fundamental 
matrix for (1.5). 
We now consider r-disconjugacy on Z when Z is a subinterval of .Z. When 
k = 1, r = (n), r-disconjugacy of X on Z is the classical disconjugacy of the 
operator L of the form (1.1) for which X, subject to obvious smoothness 
restrictions, is the null set. When k = n, r = (1, . . . . 1 ), r-disconjugacy of X on 
Z is equivalent to nonoscillation on Z in the sense of Schwarz and Nehari of 
the corresponding equation (1.5). For general k, 1 d k d n, r-disconjugacy 
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of X means that x = 0 is the only solution of the system IX = 0, 1 as in (3.2) 
and (3.3), such that xi has ri zeros in Z, i= 1, . . . . k. Since so many deep but 
often essentially quite different results have been discovered in the extreme 
cases k = 1, k = n, it would be of interest to investigate the structure of 
r-disconjugacy when 1 < k <n. While results pertinent to these cases seem 
to be scarce, theorems of Gingold [S] may be used to extend classical 
results on the boundary behaviour of systems with respect o extreme inter- 
vals of disconjugacy. 
4. CRITERIA FOR F+-DISCONJUGACY AND EXAMPLES - 
In this paper we wish to extend the idea (1.3) of a Markov system to 
vector valued functions and thus generalize the criterion (1.3) for classical 
disconjugacy to F-disconjugacy for certain classes F. To do this, we will 
impose restrictions on the cardinality JzJ for z E F as well as certain order 
restrictions on the points in z. We consider a prescribed vector m = 
(m 1, ...> mk) E Zk such that 
n=m,>m,> “. >m,>O. (4.1) 
We also consider a prescribed set W of vectors r = (ri, . . . . rk) E Zk such that 
ri30, mi>r;+ri+l+ ..’ +rky i= 1, . . . . k, (4.2) 
rn;e’E%? and rE92, ri#O*r-e’EW, (4.3) 
where el, . . . . ek are the standard basis vectors in [Wk. The set &? will be called 
maximal if it contains all r satisfying (4.2) and minimal if it consists only of 
vectors of the form r = Irl e’, 0 < Irl < mi, i = 1, . . . . k. These are the largest 
and smallest sets W, respectively, which satisfy (4.2) and (4.3). 
m- Wronskians and primary m- Wronskians. Ifx=[x’ , . . . . xn], x~E%, we 
will call W(X: r) an m-Wronskian if r= (rl, . . . . rk) satisfies (4.2). An 
m-Wronskian W(X : r) will be designated primary if r E 9’. In particular, all 
m-Wronskians are primary if .c% is maximal while only those m-Wronskians 
W(X: r) for which the vector r has one nonzero component are primary if 
5f! is minimal. 
The classes F+. , K . A partition z belongs to the class .F+ [resp. F-1 
if 1~1 <n, 
mi> IziI + Iri+ll + .‘. + i7kl, i=l k, 3 . . . . (4.4) 
(17,(t)1v ..., 17k(t)l) Eg’, for each t E 7, (4.5) 
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and 
tETi, SET,, i< j*t<s [resp. tas]. (4.6) 
We emphasize the dependence of the classes F* on the prescribed vector 
m, the set 9, and the sufftx + or -. The vector m restricts the cardinality 
of the components of a partition r E F* ; the set 9? restricts the mul- 
tiplicities of occurrences in ri of an entry t common to two or more com- 
ponents of r and the suftix denotes an order on r. The set 9, in particular, 
has been introduced to allow situations where various components of the 
value function are not necessarily independent of each other as occurs in 
some interesting applications. 
The signurn functions 0 + , 0 _ . A function 0 + [ resp. 0 _ ] whose domain 
is the set of all k-tuples r = (rl, . . . . rk) of integers ri satisfying (4.2) and 
which has values f 1 is a Signum function corresponding to Y+ [resp. F-1 
if there exist functions 
q,(O) = 1 and 
e+(r)=vl(rl + .. 
(pi: (0, 1, . ..) m,} + { - 1, 1 }, i = 1, . . . . k, such that 
+r,) i vi-,(ri+ ... +r,)cp,(r,+ ... +rk) 
i=2 
[ 
resp.K(r)=cp,(r,+ ... +r,) n cpi-,(ri+ ... +r,) 
i=2 
X cpi(ri+ +rk)(-l)rl-l(rl+...+ra) 1 . (4.7) 
Vector Murkoo systems. An n-tuple X= [x’, . . . . x’] of elements xi E 3 is 
a F+-Markov system [resp. K-Markov system] on an interval Z if there 
exists a Signum function 0+ [resp. 0- ] such that 
e+(r) WX r)(t)>0 [resp.K(r) W(X:r)(t)20] (4.8) 
holds for each t E Z and all m-Wronskians W(X: r), with strict inequality 
holding for each t E Z if W(X: r) is a primary m-Wronskian. 
We see that the role of the functions tI* is that 8, (r) specifies the sign of 
the corresponding m-Wronskian W(X : r) for a F*-Markov system X. 
Expressions (4.7) show how the signs of the general m-Wronskians must be 
related to those of the m-Wronskians W(X : r) in which r has exactly one 
nonzero component, since O,(qei)=qi(q) is, by (4.8), the sign of the 
leading q x q minor of the matrix (2.1). The signs of these minors determine 
the signs of all other m-Wronskians in a Markov system by (4.7), (4.8). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 3 have dimension n and let Z be a subinterval of J. 
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Suppose there exist X’E X, i= 1, . . . . n, such that X= [x’, . . . . x”] is a F+ 
[resp. F- ]-Markov system on I. Then X is F+ [resp. 5 ]-disconjugate 
on I. 
The conditions of Theorem 4.1 are not in general necessary for F+- 
disconjugacy of !X on I without some additional restrictions on X and Z. 
The most important of these is the following restriction on %: If x1 has a 
zero of multiplicity m, -h at t,, then the component xi has a zero of mul- 
tiplicity mi - h at t, for 1 < h < mi - 1 and i < k. Specifically, 
XEZ-, Di-‘x,(t,) = 0, j= 1, . . . . m,-h=DD’P’x,(tO)=O, 
j= 1, . . . . m,-h, if i<k and 1 <h<m,-1. 
(4.9) 
Condition (4.9) is satisfied at all t, EJ when xi= lixl, i = 2, . . . . k - 1, for 
each XEX, where li is a linear ordinary differential operator of order not 
exceeding m, -m, = n - mi. The condition holds trivially for k < 2 since it 
only pertains to those components xi of x such that 2 < i < k - 1, if any. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let Z be a closed subinterval of J. Suppose that X is F+ 
[resp. F-]-disconjugate on Z and that it satisfies (4.9), where t, is the left 
[resp. right] endpoint of I. Then !K has a basis X= [x1, . . . . x”] which is a F+ 
[resp. 37 ]-Markov system on I\ {to}. 
When F*-disconjugacy of X on a closed interval I implies F*- 
disconjugacy on a larger interval containing t, in its interior, then 
Theorem 4.2 applied to a slightly larger interval shows that the exclusion of 
the endpoint t, from the domain of the Markov system in that theorem is 
unnecessary. This is the case for classical disconjugacy [ 1, p. 943. It is also 
the case for Y&-disconjugacy when the set %? is maximal. Even in some 
situations when %? is not maximal, as in the case of disfocality [15], the 
point t, need not be excluded for this reason. However, it is not true in 
general that F+-disconjugacy on a closed interval I implies the same 
property on such a larger interval, as shown by Example 4.6. 
To place Theorems 4.1, 4.2 in the context of ordinary differential 
equations, observe that the space X1 = {x,: x E %} is (n)-disconjugate on I 
if % is F+ [resp. K]-disconjugate on Z, by (4.1), (4.4). Thus, subject to a 
technical smoothness requirement, X, is the solution set of a linear scalar 
differential equation, Lu = 0, where L is of the form ( 1.1) and is discon- 
jugate on I as discussed in Section 3. Moreover, from (2.2), for each x E X, 
we have x = (x,, . . . . xk)T= (u, z,u, . ..) l,u)T, Lu = 0, where Zi is a linear 
function from C?(Z) to PP1 (I) and a solution u of Lu = 0 is determined 
uniquely by the value of (u, 12u, .. . . Ik~)T at any partition r E F+ [resp. F- ] 
such that )r( = n. Thus Theorem 4.1 gives sufficient conditions that these 
families of multipoint boundary value problems associated with Lu= 0 
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have unique solutions. Theorem 4.2 shows that the conditions are also 
necessary in quite general circumstances. 
The following examples are obtained by special choices of the functions 
1 1 2,...r k. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let X = { (u, Du, . . . . D” ~ ‘u)‘: Lu = 0}, where L is a 
linear differential operator of the form (1.1). Then L is right-disfocal [resp. 
left-disfocal] on I if and only if X is Y+ [resp. K]-disconjugate on I 
where m= (n, n - 1, . . . . 1) is the k-tuple (k=n) defining Y+ in (4.4) and B 
consists of these n-tuples r = (r,, . . . . r,) of integers ri>O such that 
n-i+ 1 >ri+ ... +r, and, if O<ri, j<i, then rj<i-j. This condition 
ensures that if t E YYY and t E ri, then the multiplicity of t E z,, j < i, is such 
that the entry D/-b(t) does not occur more than once in the value vector 
(u, Du, . . . . D”-‘u)[T]. In this case the condition that 3 has a Y+-Markov 
system, with 0 +(r) = 1 for all r, is sufficient for right-disfocality of L on any 
interval I and necessary for right-disfocality if Z is closed. This is equivalent 
to condition (1.4) although (1.4) involves fewer Wronskians than the 
definition of a Y+-Markov system. These inequalities imply the remaining 
inequalities in (4.8) in this case. 
An obvious generalization of disfocality, with necessary and sufficient 
conditions, is obtained by replacing the operator DJ-’ by a general inear 
differential operator of order j- 1. We are not of course restricted to 
differential operators. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let X = (( U, u of)‘: L,u = 0}, with L2 a second order 
linear ordinary differential operator on C*(J), f: J+ .Z, m = (2, l), and .4$! 
maximal. Then % is Y+ [resp. YP ]-disconjugate on an interval I provided 
L*u=O, t,, t,ez, t,#tZ, U(tl)=z4(t*)=O~U=0 
and 
L,u=O, t,, t,EZ, tl<t, [resp.t,>tz], ~(ti)=~(f(t~))=O*z4=0. 
Thus Y+-disconjugacy of 3 on Z means not only disconjugacy of L on Z 
but also places a restriction, depending on f, on the location of further 
zeros of solutions u of L,u = 0 which have exactly one zero in I. It is clear 
that this approach may be used to investigate the null set of L outside of 
intervals of disconjugacy. 
For any interval Zc .Z, a sufficient condition that 3 be r+ [resp. Y-l- 
disconjugate on Z is that there exist solutions ul, u2 of L,u = 0 such that 
q(u, Du, - u,Du,) > 0, (ul of NUI(U20f) - 4~~ of )) > 0 Crw. CO1 
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hold on I. To see this, observe that if X= [xl, x2] with xj= (uj, u,of))*, 
j= 1,2, then 
W(X: l,O)=u,, W(X : 2,0) = u1 Du, - u,Du, 
W(X:O, l)=u1of, W(X: 1, 1)=U1(UZOf)-U2(U*Of). 
All of these Wronskians must be nonzero if X is a Y*-Markov system. 
Thus the first two may be assumed to be positive so that 
e,(L 0) = cp,(l) = 1, Q*V, O)=(P,(2)= 1. 
The signs of the remaining determinants are then, by (4.7), 
@*a l)=cp*(l)? d,(l> 1)=cP,(2)cp,(1)cp*(l)(fl)=rp,(l)(+l). 
Here, and throughout this paper, whenever the alternative “+” is given, 
one sign must be chosen consistently throughout the expression. Thus, if 
the last two Wronskians have the same sign [resp. opposite signs], we can 
infer Y+ [resp. Y- ]-disconjugacy of X on I. If f(t) # t for each t E I and Z 
is closed, then these conditions are also necessary for Y+-disconjugacy of X 
on I. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let X = {(x1, x~)~: D'x, = 0, x2(t) = J;+ l xi} with 
m= (2, 1) and &? maximal. Clearly x,(t)=c, +c,t, x2(t) =c, +c,(t ++), 
where c, , c2 are arbitrary constants. Then X is Y+ [resp. K ]-disconjugate 
on Z if and only if the determinants 
1 t1 I I 1 t1 1 t2 =t*-t,, I I 1 t,+; = t* - t, + ;, t,, t,el 
are nonzero when t, # t2, t, < t2 [resp. t, z t2], respectively. Thus X is 
5+-disconjugate on every real interval I. The situation is changed radically 
when we consider .K-disconjugacy: X is Y--disconjugate on Z if and only 
if the length of Z is less than 1 or the length of Z is equal to f and Z is not 
closed. For example, X is not Ye-disconjugate on [ - t, 0] since, if x(t) = 
(1, t + $)‘, then x E X and x[O; -f] = 0; however, X is 9’--disconjugate on 
every proper subinterval of [ -1, 01. 
If we choose X= [x’, x2], where x’(t) = (1, 1)‘and x2(t) = (t, t + t)‘, we 
find 
W(X: l,O)(t)=x!(t)= 1, W(X: 2, O)(t)=xf(t) Dxf(t)-x:(t) ox;(t)= 1, 
W-(X:0, l)(t)=xi(t)= 1, W(X: 1, l)(t)=xf(t)x;(t)-x~(t)x:(t)=~ 
which are all primary Wronskians and positive for all tE IF!. Here 
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cp1(1)=501(2)=cp,(l)=1 so that, from (4.7), 8+(1,0)=6+(2,0)= 
6 + (0, 1) = 8 + ( 1, 1) = 1 and the conditions and conclusion of Theorem 4.1 
are verified for Y+ -disconjugacy. 
To consider K-disconjugacy of X in Example 4.5 on the interval 
(-f, 0), let X= [x1, x2] with x’(t) = (t, t + 4)’ and x*(t) = (1, 1)’ so that 
the four Wronskians are 
W(X: 1,0)(t)= t, W(X: 2,0)(r) = -1 
W(X:O, l)(t)=t+& W(X: 1, l)(t)= -1. 
Then cpr(l)=cpr(2)= -1, q,(l)= 1 give, from (4.7), 
e-(1,0)= -1, Q-(2,0)= -1, e-(0, l)= 1, K(l, l)= -1 
and the condition (4.8) that X be a YP-Markov system is satisfied if 
-;<t<o. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let % = {(x,, x*)~: D*x, =O, x2(t) = [x,(t)) and let 
m = (2, 1) with 9 minimal. Then !Z is Y+ -disconjugate on every closed 
interval [0, b] but it is not Y+-disconjugate on any interval [a, b] if 
a<O<b. 
5. PROOFS 
Two determinant identities presented here play a key role in this paper. 
Let A = [a!] be any n x n matrix and let a;; ::::; denote its minor deter- 
mined by the rows rr, . . . . Y, and the columns or, . . . . s,. Further, let 
a(i, ll);;:::;; denote the corresponding minor for the matrix obtained by 
replacing the ith row of A by I = [A’, . . . . A”]. Then, if i, Jo (1, . . . . n), i #j, 
a(i, A)::::;.:.: a~::::;=a~:::;.:.~a(i, A.)::::::+ (- l)‘-‘+’ at :::;.:.ia(j, A.):::::;, 
(5.1) 
where ( 1, . . . . j, . . . . n) denotes the (n - 1)-tuple obtained by omitting j from 
(1, . . . . n). Also, if 1 $p<n- 1 and 
bjfa12...p,p+i 
I 12...p,p+i, i, j = 1, . . . . n - p, 
then 
a:::::~(~:::::::)“-“-’ =b12L”-p 
l2.-.npp’ (5.2) 
Expression (5.2) is Sylvester’s identity (cf. [4, p. 321). Equation (5.1) is 
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essentially proved as Lemma 2 in [ 151, but the following proof is much 
simpler. It suffices to prove (5.1) when rkA = n since the general result then 
follows by continuity of the determinants involved as functions of the 
entries in A and 1. Both sides of (5.1) are linear real-valued functions of 1 
and it is simple to check that both sides are equal if I = (a:, . . . . a;), 
p = 1, . ..) IZ. Thus they are equal for all 1 since these vectors span IF’. 
We consider partitions which have the special form shown in the dis- 
plays (5.3) * y 
P 4 12 ‘k 
t = (Zp, t=t; txt; . . . . t=t, 
P--l 4 ‘2 ‘k 
) s, tzt; t=t ; . . . . t, . ..) t) 
P q r2 ‘k - 1 
p=(T- 1 ) . ..) t,, s, tzt; tz; . . . . t2) 
t, < s < t, p+q=r, (5.3)+ 
4 P r2 ‘k 
T = (tX, mp; tct; . . . . trt) 
4 P--l 12 ‘k 
c7 = (tZt, s, mp; tzt; . . . . tXt) 
Y P r2 rk- 1 
p=(tZ - t,s,t, )...) t Pi t )...) -t; . . . . t=t, 
tgs< t,, p+q=r,. (5.3)- 
The number of terms in each grouping is indicated by the corresponding 
brace. Thus, for example, Ir ,( t)l = q, (rI 1 = rl = p + q, ri contains at most 
one distinct entry t if i> 2 and lzil = ITi = ri. Note that Jr/ = [cl = IpI = 
r1+ ... 4-r,. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let X= [x’, . . . . x”], xj~ X, j= 1, . . . . n, and let T, p, (T be as 
in (5.3), . Then 
XCd:::::;:; xcz1::::::: 
=x[zl:::::::I: x[o]:::::;+ (k 1) x[zl::::~~.ln xcp]:::::;. (5.4), 
This lemma follows from identity (5.1). We first prove the case (5.4) + 
when s < t. With A = X[r] and i= p, j= n, 1= [xi(s), .,., x;(s)], we find, if 
we observe that (- l)j-j+’ a(j, J.)i$:::;=x[p]fz:::;, (5.4)+ holds if z, 6, 
and p are as given in (5.3)+. To extend this to the case s = t, differentiate 
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the relationship (5.4) + now established for s < t, q times with respect o s; 
the limit, s + t - , of the resulting expression gives (5.4) + for s = t. 
The proof of (5.4)) is similar, With A =X[r], i=q+ Iz,(t,)l, j=n, ,I= 
L-x1(s), . .. . x”(s)], and z, cr, p as in (5.3)- we again find (5.4))) the only 
change being that the determinants x[cJ]:::::;I:, ~[a]!::::;, x[p]:::::: are 
multiplied by ( - 1 )Irl(‘l)l - ‘, ( - 1 )IrlCrl)’ - I, ( - l)irl(tl)i, respectively, which 
gives rise to the term ( - 1) in the expression on the right of (5.4)). The 
case s = t is established by a limit process as before. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X= [x’, . . . . x”] be a F+-Markov system on an 
interval I. Then the inequality 
~*(b,L ...> l~,l)xc~l:::::::Bo, h= IzI <n (5.5), 
holds for all partitions z of points in I satisfying (4.4) and (4.6). Also the 
inequality (5.5) + holds strictly if z E F+ . 
This proposition implies Theorem 4.1 since, under the hypothesis there, 
X is a basis of !Z and det X[T] # 0 if IrI = II, r E Fk, means that the zero of 
9Y is the only element which is zero at r. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. We order the vectors (lr,l, . . . . Irk]) satisfying 
(4.4) lexicographically and furnish a proof of Proposition 5.2 by an induc- 
tion argument on IrI and (lrrl, . . . . ( r,J ). Since several subsidiary inductive 
hypotheses are needed throughout the proof, we shall refer to the following 
as the basic induction assumptions: 
(A,) The proposition holds if 1~1 <n. 
(A,) The proposition holds if ITI =n and IrkI < rk for some rk, 
1 <r,<mk. 
Assumption (A,) holds trivially for n = 2 without restriction on k. 
Assumption (A*) holds for k = 2, rk = 1 without restriction on n since, in 
that case, the proposition is essentially (1.3) and Theorem V of Polya [20]. 
Our proof will show that the hypothesis of the proposition with (A,) and 
(A,) implies that the result holds for IzI =n and IrkI = rk and thus, by 
induction, for IrkI < mk. Now, if X has more than k rows, we find that the 
basic induction assumptions are verified with k replaced by k + 1 and 
r k+ I = 1, so that the proposition holds by induction for arbitrary n and k. 
The proof is presented in three steps. 
STEP 1. Inequality (5.5) holds if the partition T of points in Z satis$es 
(4.4) and (4.6) and has the special form given in (5.3)+. 
By our basic induction assumption, the assertion of Step 1 holds if 
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]rI < n and, when Iz] = n, it is true if IrkI < rk. It remains only to show that 
this implies that it holds if ]zI = n and 1~~1 = rk and hence in full generality, 
by induction. This is shown by a further induction argument on 
(tl( - Iti(t)l, the number, counting multiplicities, of entries in t1 which are 
distinct from t. Assume that the assertion of Step 1 holds if 
lril - Iz,(t)] < p, 1 <p d n. It is clear that this is true for p = 1 since, in that 
case, 
det X[r] = W(X: lrll, . . . . Izkl)(t), 
a Wronskian determinant which, by hypothesis, satisfies (4.8) and therefore 
(5.5). It remains to show that this implies that Step 1 holds if 
lril - Iz,(t)l =p, and hence for 0~ lril - Ir,(t)( 6n. 
Consider the identity (5.4) + with s = t in (5.3), . By our induction 
assumption on p, since 10, I - la,( ?)I = p - 1, and by our basic induction 
assumption (A,), since 1~~1 = rk - 1, 
ok (rl, . . . . rk) xC~l~$::::: 2 0, e,(r, + 1, r2, . . . . rk-l)x[p]:::::~~os 
(5.6) 
The induction assumption (A,) implies 
e+(r,, r2, . . . . rk-1)x[oIf~:::::~>0, ei(‘l,r2,...,rk-l)X[Z]:~:::::_~~O 
e*(r, - 1, r 2, . . . . rk) x[~l:::::;:.‘,20. (5.7) 
From (4.7), the definition of 8,) it can be checked that 
e,h, r2, . . . . rk-1)&h?-.7rk) 
=(fW,(r,-Lr,,..., rk) e&l + l? r2, . . . . rk- 1) 
and hence, from (5.4),, (5.6), and (5.7), 
if ~[a]:::::;:: #O, completing the proof that Step 1 holds if 
]zi/ - Iz,(t)] = p. When ~[a];::::;:: = 0, we use the following perturbation 
argument. In (5.3) + , for all i < k, replace each t in zi+ I by t + C;= I 2-j&, 
E > 0, and make the corresponding modification in 0 and p with s = t as 
before. Thus modified, all of the partitions in (5.3) + belong to Y+, since 
they satisfy not only (4.4) and (4.6) but also (4.5) as ?i and tj have no 
entries in common if i < j. Now, by the basic induction assumptions, the 
inequalities in (5.6), (5.7) are all strict with the possible exception of that 
for ~[a]:::::; in (5.6) which might now fail since ]crkl =rk and the 
requirement of (A2) does not hold. However, the cofactor of x[o] :: : : :; 1 i 
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in ~[a]$::: is Drk-’ x; and the only other occurrence of this term in 
(5.4)+ is in x[r];i:::; as the cofactor ofx[r]iz:::;zf. Thus, we may replace 
Ddx;: by D’k- 1 n xk + A without altering the equality in (5.4) k and without 
altering any of the determinants in (5.6), (5.7) other than x[a]f:::,:. 
Further, A may be chosen so that B+(r,, . . . . ~~)x[rr]~~:::;>O. Thus 
modified, X[r] satisfies 8, (I, . . . . rk) x[r] ii.::; > 0. Moreover, since 
~.(~~,...,r~)x[~]~~:::::~O if E=A=O, we may have A as small as we 
please provided E is sufficiently small. By considering E -+ 0 +, A + 0 we 
find that (5.5), holds in this case also. 
STEP 2. If TE9&, and t is a partition of points in I of the form given in 
(5.3) + , then (5.5) f holds with strict inequality. 
Here we use another inductive argument on p. By our basic induction 
assumption, Step 2 holds if ITI < n. Now assume it holds if ItI = n and 
lrll - Iz,(t)l >p; this is true for p=n- 1, by TheoremV of Polya [20]. 
Consider (5.4)+ [resp. (5.4)-l with t,<s<t in (5.3)+ [resp. t<s< t, in 
(5.3)-l, so that lz,l - [z,(t)1 =p. Then ZGY+ [resp. 5-1 is equivalent to 
r2, . . . . rk) E 9. It was established in Step 1 that the nonstrict inequality 
iz75) is satisfied and hence (5.6) and (5.7) hold for the partitions in (5.3) 
[resp. (5.3)-l. The inequality satisfied by x[p]$:.:; in (5.6) is strict since 
(4, r 2, . . . . rk) E &Y implies (q, r2, . . . . rk- l)~.%, by (4.3) and since IpI =n, 
/piI - IpI = p + 1. The inequalities (5.7) are all strict by (A,) since they 
pertain to the F*-Markov system [x’, . . . . xn- ‘1 and all the partitions 
involved are in Y+. Thus the strict inequality (5.5) + follows from (5.4) + 
when Jr1 / - Ir I (t)l = p and Step 2 holds by backwards induction on p. 
STEP 3. The preceding two steps, together with the basic induction 
assumption (A,), imply that the conclusion of Proposition 5.2 holds for 
1~1 = n, completing the proof of the proposition. 
We first prove this statement for the case of Y+-disconjugacy. Define 
yi: J-+ R by 
Y:(t)=xCzl::.::~:::=~, i=l , . . . . k, j = 1, . . . . n - p, (5.8) 
where r has the special form (5.3)+ with the additional restriction that 
Izi(t)l = 1, i= 1, . . . . k. For any partition r of points in J with )7,I 2 p, 
Sylvester’s identity (5.2) implies, if p < h d 171, 
x[71:::::; (xc71;~:::;)“-p-’ = Y[&tlf::::::I;, (5.9) 
if /I,7 denotes the partition obtained by deleting the first p points from 7, 
since y[P,7]!= y{(t)=x[7]:2:::,,,+i AP+J. We now consider (5.9) when 7 has 
the special form (5.3)+. Since (j, 0, . . . . 0) E 2, j= 1, . . . . n, it follows that 
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W(X : j, 0, . . . . 0) # 0 and it may be assumed that W(X: p, 0, . . . . 0) > 0 or, 
equivalently, that 8 + (p, 0, . . . . 0) = cpl(p) = 1. This can always be achieved 
by replacing the column xp of X by -xp if necessary. By Theorem V of 
Polya [20], it now follows that x[r]:::::;>O if )r,\ >/p and therefore, 
from (5.9) x[r]iz:::i and ~~[B~z]f::::i:; are both of the same sign or both 
zero, p < h d n. Therefore, from Steps 1, 2, 
e+(lTll, -.a, IrkI) YCBp~l:::::;IpoO, h= (z( (5.10) 
if r has the form (5.3)+ and satisfies (4.4), (4.6) and strict inequality holds 
if ZEN+. But, in this case, y[/?,r]:::::i:;= W(Y: q, rz, . . . . r&t), a 
Wronskian determinant associated with the matrix Y = [ y’, . . . . y” ~ “1 
defined by (5.8). Thus the preceding assertion about (5.10) is the condition 
that Y is a y+-Markov system on I= {t E I: t > fp} where F+ is 
&i=min{n-p,miJ, i= 1, . . . . k, .&={(i:i+p&i%], 
and f?+ (q, r2, . . . . rk) = 13, (p + q, r2, . . . . rk). Since n - p < n, we therefore 
conclude from the basic induction hypothesis (A,) that (5.10) is satisfied if 
r is any partition of h <n points in Z with lzrl> p, and /3,z are points in 1 
such that z satisfies (4.4), (4.6) with strict inequality if r E y+. By (5.9), this 
establishes the assertion of Proposition 5.2 for these partitions z. 
By appropriate choices of p, we have now proved Proposition 5.2 except 
when (ri(t,)( >O for some i> 1. This case can be handled as before. First 
observe that if the semicolons in (5.3)+ are moved to allow some of the 
points (t,, . . . . lp) in ri for i > 1 we can still conclude the validity of the asser- 
tion of Step 1 for these r, provided the corresponding changes are made in 
CJ and p at the appropriate parts of the proof. The remaining steps may also 
be completed in this way. A minor modification is needed in that we use 
the general form of the induction hypothesis (A,) rather than the special 
case of Pblya’s Theorem V to prove the positivity of x[r]:z:::; in (5.9). 
The proof of Step 3 for E-disconjugacy may also be carried out in this 
way or established from the foregoing by the change of variables t -+ -t. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let X be y+ [resp. K]-disconjugate on the 
closed interval Z and let t, be the left [resp. right] endpoint of I. Then X 
has dimension n. We let X= [xl, . . . . x”] be a basis of X satisfying 
Die’x{(t,)=O, D”-‘xj(t,)#O, i= 1, . . . . n-j, j= 1, . . . . n. Then, for every 
TEE+ [resp. 9-1, x[r]:z:::i#O if ItI =h<n and r is a partition of points 
in Z\ {to} or if IzI = h = n and 7 is a partition of points in I. This is the case 
since, if x[t]:::::i = 0, IzI = h <n, then there exists CE Rh such that, for x = 
c,x’+ ... + c,,xh, x has a zero of multiplicity n - h at t, and x is zero at z. 
Since n-h + It( = n, this contradicts the disconjugacy of E. The sign of 
x[r]:$:::t, ZEN+ [resp. F-1, depends only on (Ir,l, . . . . Irk/), by continuity. 
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So there exists a function 0+(r) [resp. 0-(r)], r=(rl, . . ..Y~). rnia 
r,+ .” +r,, i= 1, . ..) k, with values + 1 or - 1 such that the strict 
inequality (5.5) holds if z E r+ [resp. Y-1 is a partition of h < n points in 
Z\ (to} or of h = n points in I. In particular 0 +(r) W(X : r)(r) > 0 [resp. 
K(r) W(X:r)(t)>O] holds if teZ\(t,} and W(X:r) is a primary 
m-Wronskian. By continuity from (5.5) the weak version of this inequality 
is satisfied by every m-Wronskian. Thus X is a F+ [resp. F-I-Markov 
system on Z\ {to} if 0, [resp. 0.. ] is a Signum function. We must therefore 
show that this function satisfies the relation (4.7). 
We will show that, if ri = p, + qi, pi > 0, qi > 0, and (pi(q) = fl,(qe’), then 
19 _+ (0, . . . . 0, ri, ri+ I, . . . . rk) 
=~~(O,...,O,qr,ri+,,...,rk)(P,(rr+ ... +r,) 
xcpz(q,+r,+,+ ... +rk)(fl)pl(rl+l+ +Q) (5.11) 
with the alternative + or - being chosen consistently throughout. The 
cases pi= ri, qi= 0 of (5.11), i= 1, . . . . k - 1, give (4.7). 
It suffices to prove (5.11) when pi = 1, qi = ri - 1 since successive 
applications of that result give the formula for 1 6 pi 6 r,. Also the proof is 
only given when i= 1; the proof for i > 1 is identical except for the zeros 
preceding ri in the argument of ok. 
Consider a partition z E Y+ of h <n points in Z\ {to} with 
[r(t)1 = jr,(t)/ = 1. Then, if t is close to t,, 
x[T];;.::~=x[/?lT];;:::;~f (-I)“-’ (*l)““+‘x:(r)[l +0(l)], (5.12) 
where plr is the partition of h - 1 points obtained by omitting t from z. 
This formula is verified by expanding x[ T] ;$::: 2 by the row 
[x;(t), ..., x:(t)], which is row 1 when we are considering 8, and t is the 
closest point to t, and is row 1ri 1 in the case of 8 _ . The verification also 
uses the fact that x;(t) = o(x:(t)), t +tO, whenj<h<m,.Notethat thisis 
where condition (4.9) is needed; when proving (5.11) for i > 1, one needs 
x/(t) = o(xf( t)), 2 --) to, when j<h<m,. From (5.12), choosing ZEN+ so 
that IT,~ =r,, i= 1, . . . . k, and from the fact that the strict inequality (5.5) is 
satisfied, we infer 
e+(r1,...,rk)=~f(r1-1,r2,...,rk)(-l)h~1(~l)r’-1sgnx:(t), t+ to, 
(5.13) 
if r,>O, h=r,+ . ..+r.. Choosing 7 so that I~~/=l~l=h in (5.11), we 
find 
cp,(h)=cp,(h-l)(-l)hP’ (+l)hP’sgnx:(t), t-+ to, (5.14) 
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since cp,(h) = Oi(h, 0, . . . . 0). Therefore, from (5.13), (5.14), 
O,(r,, . . . . Yk) = &(r, - 1, r2r ..., Yk)(Pl(h)(Pl(h-l)(~l)h-r’ 
which is the case i= 1, p1 = 1, q, =Y, - 1, of (5.11). 
6. CONCLUSION 
The results of this paper could be formulated in a more general setting 
than that which we have used here. For example, we might consider spaces 
9Y of vector-valued functions in which zeros of various components are 
considered in different ways. If a certain component x, of x is a step 
function on J, we might define zeros in terms of differences as in Hartman 
[7]. We might also consider zeros of some components in terms of families 
of quasidifferential operators in the sense of Zettl [22]. These changes 
would necessitate a more general idea of the Wronskian determinant with 
the derivatives of the appropriate components being replaced by differences 
and quasidifferential operators. The essential character of the development 
based on the formulas (5.1) (5.2) would not be much different. 
Another aspect of Polya’s paper [20] is that it establishes the 
equivalence of disconjugacy of L in (1.1) and the existence of a 
factorization of L into a product of n first order operators. It would be 
interesting to find a similar criterion for Y*-disconjugacy. However, we 
have not found a further restriction on the Polya factorization of L which 
would give a necessary and sufficient condition even for the disfocality of L. 
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